Divided By Faith Evangelical
Religion And The Problem Of
Race In America
As recognized, adventure as with ease as experience not quite
lesson, amusement, as with ease as promise can be gotten by just
checking out a book Divided By Faith Evangelical Religion
And The Problem Of Race In America then it is not directly
done, you could endure even more going on for this life, more or
less the world.
We have the funds for you this proper as skillfully as easy quirk to
acquire those all. We have enough money Divided By Faith
Evangelical Religion And The Problem Of Race In America and
numerous ebook collections from fictions to scientific research in
any way. accompanied by them is this Divided By Faith
Evangelical Religion And The Problem Of Race In America that
can be your partner.

The Politics of Evangelical
Identity Lydia Bean
2016-12-13 Drawing on her
groundbreaking research at
evangelical churches near the
U.S. border with Canada -- two
in Buffalo, New York, and two
in Hamilton, Ontario -- Lydia
Bean compares how American

and Canadian evangelicals talk
about politics incongregational
settings.
The Evangelicals Frances
FitzGerald 2017-04-04 *
Winner of the 2017 National
Book Critics Circle Award *
National Book Award Finalist *
Time magazine Top 10
Nonfiction Book of the Year *
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New York Times Notable Book
* Publishers Weekly Best Books
of 2017 This “epic history”
(The Boston Globe) from
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian
Frances FitzGerald is the first
to tell the powerful, dramatic
story of the Evangelical
movement in America—from
the Puritan era to the 2016
election. “We have long needed
a fair-minded overview of this
vitally important religious
sensibility, and FitzGerald has
now provided it” (The New
York Times Book Review). The
evangelical movement began in
the revivals of the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries,
known in America as the Great
Awakenings. A populist
rebellion against the
established churches, it
became the dominant religious
force in the country. During the
nineteenth century white
evangelicals split apart, first
North versus South, and then,
modernist versus
fundamentalist. After World
War II, Billy Graham attracted
enormous crowds and tried to
gather all Protestants under his
big tent, but the civil rights

movement and the social
revolution of the sixties drove
them apart again. By the 1980s
Jerry Falwell and other
southern televangelists, such
as Pat Robertson, had formed
the Christian right. Protesting
abortion and gay rights, they
led the South into the
Republican Party, and for
thirty-five years they were the
sole voice of evangelicals to be
heard nationally. Eventually a
younger generation proposed a
broader agenda of issues, such
as climate change, gender
equality, and immigration
reform. Evangelicals now
constitute twenty-five percent
of the American population, but
they are no longer monolithic
in their politics. They range
from Tea Party supporters to
social reformers. Still, with the
decline of religious faith
generally, FitzGerald suggests
that evangelical churches must
embrace ethnic minorities if
they are to survive. “A wellwritten, thought-provoking,
and deeply researched history
that is impressive for its scope
and level of detail” (The Wall
Street Journal). Her “brilliant
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book could not have been more
timely, more well-researched,
more well-written, or more
necessary” (The American
Scholar).
People of the Dream Michael
O. Emerson 2010-12-16 It is
sometimes said that the most
segregated time of the week in
the United States is Sunday
morning. Even as workplaces
and public institutions such as
the military have become
racially integrated, racial
separation in Christian
religious congregations is the
norm. And yet some
congregations remain
stubbornly, racially mixed.
People of the Dream is the
most complete study of this
phenomenon ever undertaken.
Author Michael Emerson
explores such questions as:
how do racially mixed
congregations come together?
How are they sustained? Who
attends them, how did they get
there, and what are their
experiences? Engagingly
written, the book enters the
worlds of these congregations
through national surveys and
in-depth studies of those

attending racially mixed
churches. Data for the book
was collected over seven years
by the author and his research
team. It includes more than
2,500 telephone interviews,
hundreds of written surveys,
and extensive visits to mixedrace congregations throughout
the United States. People of
the Dream argues that
multiracial congregations are
bridge organizations that
gather and facilitate crossracial friendships,
disproportionately housing
people who have substantially
more racially diverse social
networks than do other
Americans. The book concludes
that multiracial congregations
and the people in them may be
harbingers of racial change to
come in the United States.
Christianity and Wokeness
Owen Strachan 2021-07-20 In
a world that is "woke," how
many Christians are actually
awake? This short,
theologically sound primer is a
resource for pastors, ministry
leaders, community leaders,
and other thinking Christians
that explains carefully and
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clearly what Critical Race
Theory and wokeness truly are,
what the Bible teaches about
race and ethnicity, why
wokeness is distinct from
Christianity and should be
rejected, and how the church
can work for unity based in the
gospel of grace. Owen
Strachan is a respected
Reformed theologian and
thought leader who can help
Christians: Better understand
Critical Race Theory,
something very few do;
Understand the high
stakes—for the church and
society at large—of wokeness
as a movement; Think through
America’s complex past with
nuance and sensitivity; Study
how God has made humanity
one through the imago Dei;
Grasp the beauty of the biblical
doctrine of ethnicity and
“race”; and Be ready to work
for unity in perilous times
Speaking of Race Isaac
Adams 2022-01-04 Talking
about Race argues Christians
must understand why they
avoid honest conversations
about race if they want to enjoy
authentic racial unity in their

churches. Isaac Adams shows
that if we can understand the
reasons for our reluctance to
speak about race we can grow
together in love rather than
apart in bitterness.
Talking about Race Isaac
Adams 2022-01-04
Conversations about racism are
as important as they are hard
for American Christians. Yet
the conversation often gets so
ugly, even among the faithful
who claim unity in Jesus. Why
is that the case? Why does it
matter? Can things get better,
or are we permanently divided?
In this honest and hopeful
book, pastor Isaac Adams
doesn't just show you how to
have the race conversation, he
begins it for you. By offering a
fictional, racially charged
tragedy in order to understand
varying perspectives and
responses, he examines what is
at stake if we ignore this
conversation, and why there's
just as much at stake in how
we have that discussion,
especially across color lines-that is, with people of another
ethnicity. This unique approach
offers insight into how to listen
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to one another well and seek
unity in Christ. Looking to
God's Word, Christians can find
wisdom to speak gracefully and
truthfully about racism for the
glory of God, the good of their
neighbors, and the building up
of the church. Some feel that
the time for talking is over, and
that we've heard all this before.
But given how polarized
American society is becoming-its churches not exempt--fresh
attention on the dysfunctional
communication between
ethnicities is more than
warranted. Adams offers an
invitation to faithfully combat
the racism so many of us say
we hate and maintain the unity
so many of us say we want.
Together we can learn to speak
in such a way that we show a
divided world a different world.
Talking About Race points to
the starting line, not the finish
line, when it comes to following
Jesus amid race relations. It’s
high time to begin running.
Fundamentalist U Adam Laats
2018-03 Why do so many
conservative politicians flock to
the campuses of Liberty
University, Wheaton College,

and Bob Jones University? In
Fundamentalist U: Keeping the
Faith in American Higher
Education, Adam Laats shows
that these colleges have always
been more than just schools;
they have beenvital intellectual
citadels in America's culture
wars. They have been unique
institutions that have defined
what it has meant to be an
evangelical and reshaped the
landscape of American higher
education. In the twentieth
century, when higher
education sometimes seemed
to focus on sports, science, and
social excess, conservative
evangelical schools offered a
compelling alternative. On
their campuses, evangelicals
debated what it meant to be a
creationist, a Christian, a
proper American, all withinthe
bounds of Biblical revelation.
Instead of encouraging greater
personal freedom and deeper
pluralist values, conservative
evangelical schools have
thrived by imposing stricter
rules on their students and
faculty.If we hope to
understand either American
higher education or American
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evangelicalism, we need to
understand this influential
network of dissenting
institutions. Plus, only by
making sense of these schools
can we make sense of
America's continuing culture
wars. After all, our culture
wars aren'tbetween one group
of educated people and another
group that has not been
educated. Rather, the fight is
usually fiercest between two
groups that have been
educated in very different
ways.
Summary of Christian Smith &
Michael O. Emerson's Divided
by Faith Everest Media,
2022-05-04T22:59:00Z Please
note: This is a companion
version & not the original book.
Sample Book Insights: #1 Race
is an American dilemma. It is
what Swedish researcher
Gunnar Myrdal called an
American dilemma. It is
indivisible from American life.
#2 The impact of race in
America is not just seen in
incidents such as the one just
described, but also in the
broader picture of a racialized
society. #3 To understand the

racialization perspective, we
must understand that race is
socially constructed. While
Americans are socialized from
a young age into the reality of
race, race as a social construct
arose in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries to justify
the overtaking and enslaving of
whole people groups. #4 A
major problem in
understanding race relations in
the United States is that we
tend to understand race,
racism, and the form of
racialization as constants
rather than as variables. This
view has serious implications.
Handing Down the Faith
Christian Smith 2020-07-02 A
new examination of how and
why American religious parents
seek to pass on religion to their
children The most important
influence shaping the religious
and spiritual lives of children,
youth, and teenagers is their
parents. A myriad of studies
show that the parents of
American youth play the
leading role in shaping the
character of their religious and
spiritual lives, even well after
they leave home and often for
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the rest of their lives. We know
a lot about the importance of
parents in faith transmission.
However we know much less
about the actual beliefs,
feelings, and activities of the
parents themselves, what
Christian Smith and Amy
Adamczyk call the
"intergenerational transmission
of religious faith and practice."
To address that gap, this book
reports the findings of a new
national study of religious
parents in the United States.
The findings and conclusions in
Handing Down the Faith are
based on 215 in-depth,
personal interviews with
religious parents from many
traditions and different parts of
the country, and sophisticated
analyses of two nationally
representative surveys of
American parents about their
religious parenting. Handing
Down the Faith explores the
background beliefs informing
how and why religious parents
seek to pass on religion to their
children; examines how
parenting styles interact with
parent religiousness to shape
effective religious

transmission; shows how
parents have been influenced
by their experiences as
children influenced by their
own parents; reveals how
religious parents view their
congregations and what they
most seek out in a local church,
synagogue, temple, or mosque;
explores the experiences and
outlooks of immigrant parents
including Latino Catholics,
East Asian Buddhists, South
Asian Muslims, and Indian
Hindus. Smith and Adamczyk
step back to consider how
American religion has
transformed over the last 100
years and to explain why
parents today shoulder such a
huge responsibility in
transmitting religious faith and
practice to their children. The
book is rich in empirical
evidence and unique in many of
the topics it explores and
explains, providing a variety of
sometimes counterintuitive
findings that will interest
scholars of religion, social
scientists interested in the
family, parenting, and
socialization; clergy and
religious educators and
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leaders; and religious parents
themselves.
Blacks and Whites in
Christian America Jason E.
Shelton 2012-10-08 2012
Winner of the C. Calvin Smith
Award presented by the
Southern Conference on
African American Studies, Inc.
2014 Honorable Mention for
the Distinguished Book Award
presented by the American
Sociological Association's
Sociology of Religion Section
Conventional wisdom holds
that Christians, as members of
a “universal” religion, all
believe more or less the same
things when it comes to their
faith. Yet black and white
Christians differ in significant
ways, from their frequency of
praying or attending services
to whether they regularly read
the Bible or believe in Heaven
or Hell. In this engaging and
accessible sociological study of
white and black Christian
beliefs, Jason E. Shelton and
Michael O. Emerson push
beyond establishing that there
are racial differences in belief
and practice among members
of American Protestantism to

explore why those differences
exist. Drawing on the most
comprehensive and systematic
empirical analysis of African
American religious actions and
beliefs to date, they delineate
five building blocks of black
Protestant faith which have
emerged from the particular
dynamics of American race
relations. Shelton and Emerson
find that America’s history of
racial oppression has had a
deep and fundamental effect on
the religious beliefs and
practices of blacks and whites
across America.
Christians and the Color Line
Phillip Luke Sinitiere 2013
Building on the foundation laid
by 'Divided by Faith:
Evangelical Religion and the
Problem of Race in America'
(Oxford, 2000), 'Christians and
the Color Line' offers an
updated analysis of the
complex entanglement of race
and religion in American
society. Taking into account
cultural context and important
changes over time, this volume
questions the existence of a
post-racial reality for religious
congregations and spiritual
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interests. Although the
pervasive and overt
discrimination and segregation
of yesterday's Jim Crow era has
passed, its residual presence
lives on in subtler inflections of
racial preferences and
privileges that continue to
divide American Christians
along racial lines.
Divided by Faith Michael O.
Emerson 2001 Through a
nationwide survey, the authors
of this study conclude that US
Evangelicals may actually be
preserving the racial chasm,
not through active racism, but
because their theology hinders
their ability to recognise
systematic injustice.
Jesus and John Wayne: How
White Evangelicals Corrupted a
Faith and Fractured a Nation
Kristin Kobes Du Mez
2020-06-23 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER The “paradigminfluencing” book (Christianity
Today) that is fundamentally
transforming our
understanding of white
evangelicalism in America.
Jesus and John Wayne is a
sweeping, revisionist history of
the last seventy-five years of

white evangelicalism, revealing
how evangelicals have worked
to replace the Jesus of the
Gospels with an idol of rugged
masculinity and Christian
nationalism—or in the words of
one modern chaplain, with “a
spiritual badass.” As acclaimed
scholar Kristin Du Mez
explains, the key to
understanding this
transformation is to recognize
the centrality of popular
culture in contemporary
American evangelicalism. Many
of today’s evangelicals might
not be theologically astute, but
they know their VeggieTales,
they’ve read John Eldredge’s
Wild at Heart, and they learned
about purity before they
learned about sex—and they
have a silver ring to prove it.
Evangelical books, films,
music, clothing, and
merchandise shape the beliefs
of millions. And evangelical
culture is teeming with
muscular heroes—mythical
warriors and rugged soldiers,
men like Oliver North, Ronald
Reagan, Mel Gibson, and the
Duck Dynasty clan, who assert
white masculine power in
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defense of “Christian America.”
Chief among these evangelical
legends is John Wayne, an icon
of a lost time when men were
uncowed by political
correctness, unafraid to tell it
like it was, and did what
needed to be done. Challenging
the commonly held assumption
that the “moral majority”
backed Donald Trump in 2016
and 2020 for purely pragmatic
reasons, Du Mez reveals that
Trump in fact represented the
fulfillment, rather than the
betrayal, of white evangelicals’
most deeply held values:
patriarchy, authoritarian rule,
aggressive foreign policy, fear
of Islam, ambivalence toward
#MeToo, and opposition to
Black Lives Matter and the
LGBTQ community. A muchneeded reexamination of
perhaps the most influential
subculture in this country,
Jesus and John Wayne shows
that, far from adhering to
biblical principles, modern
white evangelicals have
remade their faith, with
enduring consequences for all
Americans.
Against All Odds Brad

Christerson 2005-01-01
Religious institutions are
among the most segregated
organizations in American
society. This segregation has
long been a troubling issue
among scholars and religious
leaders alike. Despite attempts
to address this racial divide,
integrated churches are very
difficult to maintain over time.
Why is this so? How can
organizations incorporate
separate racial, ethnic, and
cultural groups? Should they?
And what are the costs and
rewards for people and groups
in such organizations?
Following up on Michael O.
Emerson and Christian Smith's
award-winning Divided by
Faith, Against All Odds breaks
new ground by exploring the
beliefs, practices, and
structures which allow
integrated religious
organizations to survive and
thrive despite their difficulties.
Based on six in-depth
ethnographies of churches and
other Christian organizations,
this engaging work draws on
numerous interviews, so that
readers can hear first-hand the
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joys and frustrations which
arise from actually
experiencing racial integration.
The book gives an inside,
visceral sense of what it is like
to be part of a multiracial
religious organization as well
as a theoretical understanding
of these experiences.
When Slavery Was Called
Freedom John Patrick Daly
2014-10-17 When Slavery Was
Called Freedom uncovers the
cultural and ideological bonds
linking the combatants in the
Civil War era and boldly
reinterprets the intellectual
foundations of secession. John
Patrick Daly dissects the
evangelical defense of slavery
at the heart of the nineteenth
century's sectional crisis. He
brings a new understanding to
the role of religion in the Old
South and the ways in which
religion was used in the
Confederacy. Southern
evangelicals argued that their
unique region was destined for
greatness, and their rhetoric
gave expression and a degree
of coherence to the grassroots
assumptions of the South. The
North and South shared

assumptions about freedom,
prosperity, and morality. For a
hundred years after the Civil
War, politicians and historians
emphasized the South's alleged
departures from national
ideals. Recent studies have
concluded, however, that the
South was firmly rooted in
mainstream moral, intellectual,
and socio-economic
developments and sought to
compete with the North in a
contemporary spirit. Daly
argues that antislavery and
proslavery emerged from the
same evangelical roots; both
Northerners and Southerners
interpreted the Bible and
Christian moral dictates in
light of individualism and free
market economics. When the
abolitionist's moral critique of
slavery arose after 1830,
Southern evangelicals
answered the charges with the
strident self-assurance of
recent converts. They went on
to articulate how slavery fit
into the "genius of the
American system" and how
slavery was only right as part
of that system.
The Color of Compromise
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Jemar Tisby 2020-01-07 The
Color of Compromise reveals
the chilling connection
between the church and racism
throughout American history. A
survey of the ways Christians
of the past have reinforced
theories of racial superiority
and inferiority provides
motivation for a series of bold
actions believers must take to
forge a future of equity and
justice.
Out of Obscurity John G.
Turner 2016-08-01 In the years
since 1945, the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints has
grown rapidly in terms of both
numbers and public
prominence. Mormonism is no
longer merely a home-grown
American religion, confined to
the Intermountain West;
instead, it has captured the
attention of political pundits,
Broadway audiences, and
prospective converts around
the world. While most
scholarship on Mormonism
concerns its colorful but now
well-known early history, the
essays in this collection assess
recent developments, such as
the LDS Church's international

growth and acculturation; its
intersection with conservative
politics in recent decades; its
stances on same-sex marriage
and the role of women; and its
ongoing struggle to interpret
its own tumultuous history. The
scholars draw on a wide variety
of Mormon voices as well as
those of outsiders, from Latterday Saints in Hyderabad, India,
to "Mormon Mommy blogs," to
evangelical "countercult"
ministries.
Christians and the Color
Line Philip Luke Sinitiere
2014-01 The essays in
Christians and the Color Line
complicate the research
findings of Emerson and
Smith's Divided by Faith (2000)
and explore new areas of
research that have opened in
the years since its publication.
The Age of Evangelicalism
Steven P. Miller 2014 At the
start of the twenty-first
century, America was awash in
a sea of evangelical talk. The
Purpose Driven Life. Joel
Osteen. The Left Behind
novels. George W. Bush.
Evangelicalism had become so
powerful and pervasive that
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political scientist Alan Wolfe
wrote of "a sense in which we
are all evangelicals now."
Steven P. Miller offers a
dramatically different
perspective: the Bush years, he
argues, did not mark the
pinnacle of evangelical
influence, but rather the
beginning of its decline. The
Age of Evangelicalism
chronicles the place and
meaning of evangelical
Christianity in America since
1970, a period Miller defines as
America's "born-again years."
This was a time of evangelical
scares, born-again spectacles,
and battles over faith in the
public square. From the Jesus
chic of the 1970s to the
satanism panic of the 1980s,
the culture wars of the 1990s,
and the faith-based vogue of
the early 2000s, evangelicalism
expanded beyond churches and
entered the mainstream in
ways both subtly and obviously
influential. Born-again
Christianity permeated nearly
every area of American life. It
was broad enough to
encompass Hal Lindsey's
doomsday prophecies and

Marabel Morgan's sex advice,
Jerry Falwell and Jimmy Carter.
It made an unlikely convert of
Bob Dylan and an unlikely
president of a divorced
Hollywood actor. As Miller
shows, evangelicalism
influenced not only its devotees
but its many detractors:
religious conservatives, secular
liberals, and just about
everyone in between. The Age
of Evangelicalism contained
multitudes: it was the age of
Christian hippies and the
"silent majority," of Footloose
and The Passion of the Christ,
of Tammy Faye Bakker the
disgraced televangelist and
Tammy Faye Messner the gay
icon. Barack Obama was as
much a part of it as Billy
Graham. The Age of
Evangelicalism tells the
captivating story of how bornagain Christianity shaped the
cultural and political climate in
which millions of Americans
came to terms with their times.
Passing the Plate Christian
Smith 2008-09-29 Passing the
Plate shows that few American
Christians donate generously
to religious and charitable
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causes. This eye-opening book
explores the reasons behind
such ungenerous giving, the
potential world-changing
benefits of greater financial
giving, and what can be done
to improve matters. By
illuminating the social and
psychological forces that shape
charitable giving, Passing the
Plate is sure to spark a muchneeded debate on a critical
issue.
The Scandal of the Evangelical
Mind Mark A. Noll 1994 Mark
Noll has written a major
indictment of American
evangelicalism. Reading this
book, one wonders if the
evangelical movement has
pandered so much to American
culture and tried to be so
popular only to lose not only
it's mind but it's soul as well.
For evangelical pastors and
parishoners alike, this is a must
read! --Robert Wuthnow.
A Public Faith Miroslav Volf
2011-08-01 Covering such
timely issues as witness in a
multifaith society and political
engagement in a pluralistic
world, this compelling book
highlights things Christians

can do to serve the common
good. Now in paperback.
Praise for the cloth edition
Named one of the "Top 100
Books" and one of the "Top 10
Religion Books" of 2011 by
Publishers Weekly "Accessible,
wise guidance for people of all
faiths."--Publishers Weekly
(starred review) "Highly
original. . . . The book deserves
a wide audience and is one that
will affect its readers well after
they have turned the final
page."--Christianity Today (5star review)
The Elusive Dream Korie L.
Edwards 2008-08-27 It is
communion Sunday at a mixedrace church. A black pastor
and white head elder stand
before the sanctuary as lay
leaders pass out the host. An
African-American woman sings
a gospel song as a woman of
Asian descent plays the piano.
Then a black woman in the
congregation throws her hands
up and yells, over and over,
"Thank you Lawd!" A few other
African-Americans in the pews
say "Amen," while white
parishioners sit stone-faced.
The befuddled white head elder
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reads aloud from the Bible, his
soft voice drowned out by the
shouts of praise. Even in this
proudly interracial church,
America's racial divide is a
constant presence. In The
Elusive Dream, Korie L.
Edwards presents the
surprising results of an indepth study of interracial
churches: they help perpetuate
the very racial inequality they
aim to abolish. To arrive at this
conclusion, she combines a
nuanced analysis of national
survey data with an in-depth
examination of one particular
church. She shows that mixedrace churches adhere strongly
to white norms. African
Americans in multiracial
settings adapt their behavior to
make white congregants
comfortable. Behavior that
white worshipers perceive as
out of bounds is felt by blacks
as too limiting. Yet to make
interracial churches work,
blacks must adjust their
behavior to accommodate the
predilections of whites. They
conform to white expectations
in church just as they do
elsewhere. Thorough, incisive,

and surprising, The Elusive
Dream raises provocative
questions about the ongoing
problem of race in the national
culture.
Divided by Faith Michael O.
Emerson 2000-07-20 Through a
nationwide telephone survey of
2,000 people and an additional
200 face-to-face interviews,
Michael O. Emerson and
Christian Smith probed the
grassroots of white evangelical
America. They found that
despite recent efforts by the
movement's leaders to address
the problem of racial
discrimination, evangelicals
themselves seem to be
preserving America's racial
chasm. In fact, most white
evangelicals see no systematic
discrimination against blacks.
But the authors contend that it
is not active racism that
prevents evangelicals from
recognizing ongoing problems
in American society. Instead, it
is the evangelical movement's
emphasis on individualism, free
will, and personal relationships
that makes invisible the
pervasive injustice that
perpetuates racial inequality.
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Most racial problems, the
subjects told the authors, can
be solved by the repentance
and conversion of the sinful
individuals at fault. Combining
a substantial body of evidence
with sophisticated analysis and
interpretation, the authors
throw sharp light on the oldest
American dilemma. In the end,
they conclude that despite the
best intentions of evangelical
leaders and some positive
trends, real racial
reconciliation remains far over
the horizon.
How the Nations Rage
Jonathan Leeman 2018-04-03
How can the church move
forward in unity amid such
political strife and cultural
contention? As Christians,
we’ve felt pushed to the
outskirts of national public life,
yet even within our
congregations we are divided
about how to respond. Some
want to strengthen the
evangelical voting bloc. Others
focus on social justice causes,
and still others would abandon
the public square altogether.
What do we do when brothers
and sisters in Christ sit next to

each other in the pews but feel
divided and angry? Is there a
way forward? In How the
Nations Rage, political
theology scholar and pastor
Jonathan Leeman challenges
Christians from across the
spectrum to hit the restart
button by shifting our focus
from redeeming the nation to
living as a nation already
redeemed rejecting the false
allure of building heaven on
earth while living faithfully as
citizens of a heavenly kingdom
letting Jesus’ teaching shape
our public engagement as we
love our neighbors and seek
justice When we identify with
Christ more than a political
party or social grouping, we
can return to the church’s
unchanging political task: to
become the salt and light Jesus
calls us to be and offer the
hope of his kingdom to the
nations.
Divided by Faith Michael O.
Emerson 2000 In recent years,
the leaders of the American
evangelical movement have
brought their characteristic
passion to the problem of race,
notably in the Promise Keepers
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movement and in reconciliation
theology. But the authors of
this provocative new study
reveal that despite their good
intentions, evangelicals may
actually be preserving
America's racial chasm. In
Divided by Faith, Michael O.
Emerson and Christian Smith
probe the grassroots of white
evangelical America, through a
nationwide telephone survey of
2,000 people, along with 200
face-to-face interviews. The
results of their research are
surprising. Most white
evangelicals, they learned, see
no systematic discrimination
against blacks; indeed, they
deny the existence of any
ongoing racial problem in the
United States. Many of their
subjects blamed the continuing
talk of racial conflict on the
media, unscrupulous black
leaders, and the inability of
African Americans to forget the
past. What lies behind this
perception? Evangelicals,
Emerson and Smith write, are
not so much actively racist as
committed to a theological
view of the world that makes it
difficult for them to see

systematic injustice. The
evangelical emphasis on
individualism, free will, and
personal relationships makes
invisible the pervasive injustice
that perpetuates inequality
between the races. Most racial
problems, they told the
authors, can be solved by the
repentance and conversion of
the sinful individuals at fault.
Combining a substantial body
of evidence with sophisticated
analysis and interpretation,
Emerson and Smith throw
sharp light on the oldest
American dilemma. Despite the
best intentions of evangelical
leaders and some positive
trends, the authors conclude
that real racial reconciliation
remains far over the horizon.
Reconciliation Blues Edward
Gilbreath 2010-06 What is the
state of racial reconciliation in
evangelical churches today?
Are we truly united? In
Reconciliation Blues journalist
Edward Gilbreath gives an
insightful, honest picture of
both the history and the
present state of racial
reconciliation in evangelical
churches. In his thoughtful
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overview he looks at a wide
range of figures, such as ...
United by Faith Curtiss Paul
DeYoung 2004 Presents an
argument for multiracial
Christian congregations in
breaking down racial barriers
in the United States.
Saving Us Katharine Hayhoe
2021-09-21 NATIONAL
BESTSELLER “An optimistic
view on why collective action is
still possible—and how it can
be realized.” —The New York
Times “As far as heroic
characters go, I’m not sure you
could do better than Katharine
Hayhoe.” —Scientific American
“It’s not an exaggeration to say
that Saving Us is one of the
more important books about
climate change to have been
written.” —The Guardian
United Nations Champion of
the Earth, climate scientist,
and evangelical Christian
Katharine Hayhoe changes the
debate on how we can save our
future. Called “one of the
nation's most effective
communicators on climate
change” by The New York
Times, Katharine Hayhoe
knows how to navigate all sides

of the conversation on our
changing planet. A Canadian
climate scientist living in
Texas, she negotiates distrust
of data, indifference to
imminent threats, and
resistance to proposed
solutions with ease. Over the
past fifteen years Hayhoe has
found that the most important
thing we can do to address
climate change is talk about
it—and she wants to teach you
how. In Saving Us, Hayhoe
argues that when it comes to
changing hearts and minds,
facts are only one part of the
equation. We need to find
shared values in order to
connect our unique identities
to collective action. This is not
another doomsday narrative
about a planet on fire. It is a
multilayered look at science,
faith, and human psychology,
from an icon in her
field—recently named chief
scientist at The Nature
Conservancy. Drawing on
interdisciplinary research and
personal stories, Hayhoe shows
that small conversations can
have astonishing results.
Saving Us leaves us with the
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tools to open a dialogue with
your loved ones about how we
all can play a role in pushing
forward for change.
Faith Jimmy Carter 2019-04-02
In this powerful and personal
reflection, a New York Times
bestseller, President Jimmy
Carter contemplates how faith
has sustained him in happiness
and disappointment and
considers how we may find it in
our own lives. All his life,
President Jimmy Carter has
been a courageous exemplar of
faith. Now he shares the
lessons he learned. He writes,
“The issue of faith arises in
almost every area of human
existence, so it is important to
understand its multiple
meanings. In this book, my
primary goal is to explore the
broader meaning of faith, its
far-reaching effect on our lives,
and its relationship to past,
present, and future events in
America and around the world.
The religious aspects of faith
are also covered, since this is
how the word is most often
used, and I have included a
description of the ways my
faith has guided and sustained

me, as well as how it has
challenged and driven me to
seek a closer and better
relationship with people and
with God.” Quoting eminent
Protestant theologians, in Faith
President Carter describes his
belief in religious freedom,
moral politics, and the place of
prayer in his daily life. He
examines faith’s many
meanings, he describes how to
accept it, live it, how to doubt
and find faith again. This is a
serious and moving reflection
from one of America’s most
admired and respected
citizens.
Bridging the Divide Robert L.
Millet 2007 Inspired by the
groundbreaking publication of
How Wide the Divide? A
Mormon and an Evangelical in
Conversation, (InterVarsity,
1997) Robert L. Millet, a life
long Mormon, former dean of
religious education, and
currently a Professor of
Religious Education at Brigham
Young University, and Gregory
C.V. Johnson, a ordained
Baptist pastor from Utah and a
former Mormon, meet and
begin their own conversation.
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Eventually they take their
dialogues public, appearing in
Mormon, Evangelical and
academic venues. The first part
of the book is a Q&A between
the two authors; the second
part is a Q&A with Mormon
and Evangelical audiences.
Throughout the work, the
authors provide guiding
principles of constructive
conversation and promote the
concept of "convicted civility."
Still Evangelical? Mark
Labberton 2018-02-01
Evangelicalism in America has
cracked. What defines the
evangelical social and political
vision—is it the gospel or is it
culture? Edited by Mark
Labberton, this collection of
essays offers a diverse and
provocative set of reflections
from evangelical "insiders" who
wrestle with the question of
what it means to be evangelical
in today's polarized climate.
The Third Option Miles
McPherson 2020-02-25 Miles
McPherson, founder of The
Rock Church in San Diego,
presents “a discussion about
race that we desperately
need...a must read” (Bishop

T.D. Jakes, Senior Pastor, The
Potter’s House) and argues
that we must learn to see
people not by the color of their
skin, but as God sees
them—humans created in the
image of God. Pastor Miles
McPherson, senior pastor of
The Rock Church in San Diego,
addresses racial division, a
topic many have shied away
from, for fear of asking the
wrong question or saying the
wrong thing. Some are
oblivious to the impact racism
has, while others pretend it
doesn’t exist. Even the church
has been affected by racial
division, with Sunday now
being the most segregated day
of each week. Christians, who
are called to love and honor
their neighbors, have fallen
into culture’s trap by siding
with one group against
another: us vs. them. Cops vs.
protestors. Blacks vs. whites.
Racists vs. the “woke.” The
lure of choosing one option
over another threatens God’s
plan for unity among His
people. Instead of going along
with the culture, Pastor Miles
directs us to choose the Third
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Option: honoring the priceless
value of God’s image in every
person we meet. He exposes
common misconceptions that
keep people from engaging
with those of different racial
and ethnic backgrounds, and
identifies the privileges and
pitfalls that we all face. The
Third Option challenges us to
fully embrace God’s creativity
and beauty, as expressed in the
diversity of His people. By
following the steps and praying
the prayers outlined in his
book, Pastor Miles teaches us
how we can all become leaders
in unifying our communities,
our churches, and the nation.
Growing Up in America
Richard Flory 2010-04-28
People's experiences of racial
inequality in adulthood are well
documented, but less attention
is given to the racial
inequalities that children and
adolescents face. Growing Up
in America provides a rich,
first-hand account of the
different social worlds that
teens of diverse racial and
ethnic backgrounds
experience. In their own words,
these American teens describe,

conflicts with parents,
pressures from other teens,
school experiences, and
religious beliefs that drive their
various understandings of the
world. As the book reveals,
teens' unequal experiences
have a significant impact on
their adult lives and their
potential for social mobility.
Directly confronting the
constellation of advantages and
disadvantages white, black,
Hispanic, and Asian teens face
today, this work provides a
framework for understanding
the relationship between
socialization in adolescence
and social inequality in
adulthood. By uncovering the
role racial and ethnic
differences play early on, we
can better understand the
sources of inequality in
American life.
White Awake Daniel Hill
2017-09-19 You may be white,
but that doesn't mean you have
no culture. Charting his own
journey toward understanding
his white identity, Daniel Hill
shows us the seven stages we
encounter on the path to
cultural awakening. This timely
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book will give you a new
perspective on being white and
also empower you to be an
agent of reconciliation in our
increasingly diverse and
divided world.
Religion Matters William A.
Mirola 2016-01-08 Religion
Matters: What Sociology
Teaches Us About Religion in
Our World is organized around
the biggest questions that
arrise in the field of sociology
of religion.This is a new text
for the sociology of religion
course. Instead of surveying
this field systematically, the
text focuses on the major
questions that generate the
most discussion and debate in
the sociology of religion field.
Crossing the Ethnic Divide
Kathleen Garces-Foley
2007-02-22 While religious
communities often stress the
universal nature of their
beliefs, it remains true that
people choose to worship
alongside those they identify
with most easily. Multiethnic
churches are rare in the United
States, but as American
attitudes toward diversity
change, so too does the appeal

of a church that offers
diversity. Joining such a
community, however, is
uncomfortable-worshippers
must literally cross the barriers
of ethnic difference by entering
the religious space of the
ethnically "other." Through the
story of one multiethnic
congregation in Southern
California, Kathleen GarcesFoley examines what it means
to confront the challenges in
forming a religious community
across ethnic divisions and
attracting a more varied
membership.
Faithful Presence Bill Haslam
2021-05-25 Two-term governor
of Tennessee Bill Haslam
reveals how faith--too often
divisive and contentious--can
be a redemptive and unifying
presence in the public square.
As a former mayor and
governor, Bill Haslam has long
been at the center of politics
and policy on local, state, and
federal levels. And he has
consistently been guided by his
faith, which influenced his
actions on issues ranging from
capital punishment to pardons,
health care to abortion, welfare
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to free college tuition. Yet the
place of faith in public life has
been hotly debated since our
nation's founding, and the
relationship of church and
state remains contentious to
this day--and for good reason.
Too often, Bill Haslam argues,
Christians end up shaping their
faith to fit their politics rather
than forming their politics to
their faith. They seem to forget
their calling is to be used by
God in service of others rather
than to use God to reach their
own desires and ends. Faithful
Presence calls for a different
way. Drawing upon his years of
public service, Haslam casts a
remarkable vision for the
redemptive role of faith in
politics while examining some
of the most complex issues of
our time, including:
partisanship in our divided era;
the most essential character
trait for a public servant; how
we cannot escape "legislating
morality"; the answer to
perpetual outrage; and how to
think about the separation of
church and state. For
Christians ready to be salt and
light, as well as for those of a

different faith or no faith at all,
Faithful Presence argues that
faith can be a redemptive,
healing presence in the public
square--as it must be, if our
nation is to flourish.
The Sacred Project of American
Sociology Christian Smith 2014
This text shows counterintuitively, that the secular
enterprise that everyday
sociology appears to be
pursuing is actually not what is
really going on at sociology's
deepest level. Sociology today
is in fact animated by sacred
impulses, driven by sacred
commitments, and serves a
sacred project. The book reasserts a vision for what
sociology is most important for,
in contrast with its current
commitments, and calls
sociologists back to a more
honest, fair, and healthy vision
of its purpose.
The Divided Mind of the Black
Church Raphael G. Warnock
2020-11-03 A revealing look at
the identity and mission of the
black church What is the true
nature and mission of the
church? Is its proper Christian
purpose to save souls, or to
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transform the social order?
This question is especially
fraught when the church is one
built by an enslaved people and
formed, from its beginning, at
the center of an oppressed
community’s fight for
personhood and freedom. Such
is the central tension in the
identity and mission of the
black church in the United
States. For decades the black
church and black theology have
held each other at arm’s
length. Black theology has
emphasized the role of
Christian faith in addressing
racism and other forms of
oppression, arguing that Jesus
urged his disciples to seek the
freedom of all peoples.
Meanwhile, the black church,
even when focused on social
concerns, has often

emphasized personal piety
rather than social protest. With
the rising influence of white
evangelicalism, biblical
fundamentalism, and the
prosperity gospel, the divide
has become even more
pronounced. In The Divided
Mind of the Black Church,
Raphael G. Warnock, Senior
Pastor of the historic Ebenezer
Baptist Church, the spiritual
home of the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., traces the
historical significance of the
rise and development of black
theology as an important
conversation partner for the
black church. Calling for
honest dialogue between black
and womanist theologians and
black pastors, this fresh
theological treatment demands
a new look at the church’s
essential mission.
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